KAIKOURA EARTHQUAKE RECOVERY COMMITTEE MEETING HELD AT
9.00AM ON WEDNESDAY 11 OCTOBER 2017 AT COUNCIL
CHAMBERS, KAIKOURA CIVIC BUILDING, 96 WEST END, KAIKOURA.
AGENDA
1. Apologies
2. Declarations of Interest
3. Open Forum – Session for members of the public wishing to comment on items included in this
agenda.
4. Matters of Importance to be raised as Urgent Business
5. Confirmation of Minutes
 Earthquake Recovery Committee 13/09/2017
6. Minutes Action List
Earthquake
Circulate the roading works
Recovery
programme to Elected members
13/09/2017
Earthquake
Investigate why the recovery waste
Recovery
project takes hazardous chemicals
13/09/2017
and not asbestos
Earthquake
Provided a report on the Memorial
Recovery PE
Hall and other public facilities re risk
13/09/2017
to people using those facilities

page 1

Asset Manager

Included in agenda refer
page 21

Waste Caseworker
/ Community
Services Manager
Asset Manager /
Rebuild Manager

In progress

Report to be provided to the
November meeting.

7. Building Update
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8. Rebuild & Infrastructure Update
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9. Social Recovery Update

page 23

10. Economic Recovery Update
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11. Urgent Business
12. Earthquake Recovery Public Excluded Session
Moved, seconded that the public be excluded from the following parts of the proceedings of
this meeting, namely

a.
b.
c.
d.

Confirmation of Earthquake Recovery Public Excluded Minutes 13/09/2017
Insurance Claims Settlement Update
Temporary Accommodation
Harbour Update

The general subject matter to be considered while the public is excluded, the reason for passing
this resolution in relation to each matter, and the specific grounds under Section 48(1) and 7(2)(i)
of the Local Government Information and Meetings Act 1987 for the passing of this resolution
are as follows:
General subject of
each to be
considered
Confirmation of
Earthquake Recovery
Committee Public
Excluded Minutes
13/09/2017, Insurance
Claim Settlement and
Temporary
Accommodation, Harbour
Update.

Reason for
passing this resolution in relation to
each matter
The exclusion of the public from the
whole or the relevant part of the
proceedings of the meeting is
necessary to enable the Local
Authority to protect information
where the making available of that
information would likely unreasonably
to prejudice the commercial position
of the person who supplied the
information or who is the subject of
the information

Grounds of the Act
under which this
resolution is made
Section 48(1)(a) and
7(2)(b)(ii)

To:

Earthquake Recovery Committee

Date:

11 October 2017

Subject:

Building Control Authority Update

Prepared by:

Jacqui Marsden, Building Control Administrator
Mark Mitchell, Building and Regulatory Manager
Angela Oosthuizen
Chief Executive

Authorised by:

There were 20 Building Consents issued in August with a combined construction value of $1,676,545
and 15 Building Consents with a combined construction value of $2,774,370 issued during
September 2017. These consents were for:
8 dwellings
5 shed/garages
2 earthquake repairs
15 Solid fuel heaters
1 petrol station
1 marquee
1 internal alteration
1 septic tank
1 commercial alteration
We currently have 25 consents being processed.
8 Land information Memorandums were issued in August and 14 in September 2017.
7 Code Compliance Certificates were issued in August and 9 were issued in September 2017.

August saw the implementation of GoGet Mobile within the building department. GoGet Mobile is
the Building Control Officials module with inspection results and photos taken on the Officers HP
Elite F2X out in the field. Updating the outcome of the inspection result is then done upon arrival
back at the office where the device uploads results to Ozone and in turn, sends an inspection report
including inspections photos, via email, to our customer.
The benefit for our customers is that they receive the full inspection report together with photos
taken by the Officer via email. The Officer has a running record of all previous inspections
undertaken on their device. This then saves the customer having to have paper records kept on site
with the possibility of those being lost.
Another key feature we introduced to support inspection booking requests was GoGet Scheduler.
The GoGet Scheduler enables our customers to make the inspection booking request through our
front of house staff which in turn is loaded directly onto the Officer’s mobile platform.

To:

Earthquake Recovery Committee

Date:

11 October 2017

Subject:
Prepared by:

Joint Rebuild Programme and Infrastructure Report
Will Doughty
Rebuild Programme Director
Terry Howes
Acting Asset Manager
Angela Oosthuizen
Chief Executive

Authorised by:

1.0 PURPOSE AND ORIGIN:
The purpose of this report is to provide the Mayor and Councillors with an overview of the key
rebuild programme and infrastructure activities for the month. A combined report is being
presented again for the month as the teams are working closely together.

2.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
2.1 Rebuild activities
The main focus of rebuild work this month has been to engage consultants for the options
development and the design of preferred option for the aeration lagoon, Lyell creek sewer main and
five bridge package (Hawthorn, Gillings lane, Rorrisons, Evans and Scotts). A draft Procurement
Strategy has also been finalised for Council and NZTA approval. The development of a procurement
plan for rebuild activities is also nearly complete.
Further network investigations are being undertaken, with the next package of CCTV of the
wastewater network now completed and leak detection of the water network being completed by
mid-October. Interpretation of findings and definition of associated rebuild projects is now
underway.
A rebuild briefing workshop is scheduled for the Mayor and Councillors on the 13th October.

2.2 Infrastructure
Infrastructure assets continue to provide a satisfactory level of service given the fragility of the
systems and the system components. The recent rainfall events provided a significant test of the
waste water and storm water systems. Increased inundation into the waste water network was
detected but the pumping stations and the treatment plant operated satisfactorily. There were
isolated flooding incidents largely resulting from road side drainage issues. These incidents were
attended and remedial actions taken where they were possible. A water quality sample taken on
29th September from the Kaikoura Suburban supply detected the presence of e-coli and total
coliforms and also had a turbidity reading above the prescribed limits, a precautionary boil water
notice is still in place for this water supply area.

3.0 RECOMMENDATION:
That the Council receives this report.

4.0 REBUILD ACTIVITIES:
4.1 Programme management
The Rebuild Steering Group (RSG) met in Christchurch on the 29th September and the members are
keen to meet with the Mayor and Councillors at the rebuild workshop in Kaikoura on the 13th
October.
4.2 Finances and rebuild estimate
Work is continuing to support the insurance claims with Material Damage and LAPP. This includes
applying a consistent approach to risk premiums and contingencies within the programme and
progressing further assessments.
Work has also been undertaken this month with the National Recovery Office (NRO) to agree the
mechanisms for drawing down funding from the betterment fund of $2.4m established for three
waters infrastructure. A draft Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) has be prepared and will be
discussed at the rebuild workshop on the 13th October. The Acting Asset Manager and Rebuild
Director are working to identify a list of priority three waters projects for consideration of
betterment funding.
4.3 Procurement Strategy
A draft procurement strategy for the period 2017-2020 has been completed which covers all KDC
procurement activities for transport, three waters and community facilities. This will require Council
approval and subsequent approval by NZTA.
A procurement plan has been developed for rebuild activities with the intent to have one panel of
suppliers in place for professional services and a separate panel for physical works contractors. It is
anticipated that a request for proposal (RFP) for the professional services panel will go to market in
October with the view to having it up and running by the New Year. The construction panel RFP will
follow in November.
These proposed procurement arrangements do not hinder our ability to continue to deliver rebuild
works through either existing mechanisms or by agreed procurement rules as long as we can
demonstrate Value for Money.
4.4 Programme information and programme development
Refinement of scope and costs for projects within the programme is ongoing. The programme as it
currently stands will be presented to the Mayor and Councillors in October.
4.3 Stakeholder management and liaison
The Rebuild Director is working with the Communications Officer to ensure that more detailed
rebuild communications are targeted in October.
A detailed engagement plan is being developed for the Clarence Valley residents with regard to short
and long term access arrangements.
Wider rebuild programme communications are scheduled for later in October.
4.4 Physical works
The Infrastructure section provides specific network information. Additional items include:
 Extensive work continues on minor EQ related roading and drainage repairs.
 The Rebuild Steering Group has agreed an approach for improving the short term security of
access and safety at the Wharekiri stream in the Clarence valley and agreed to progress with
a strategic business case for the longer term solution.






Professional services contracts have been let for the development and design of the
preferred option for the aeration lagoon, Lyell Creek option and five bridge renewal
package. (Hawthorne, Gillings Lane, Rorrisons, Evans and Scotts).
Reports have been received around the repair options for Peninsular and Fords reservoirs
and Mackles bore.
CCTV investigation of the waste water network has been completed (approximately 40% of
network assessed) and leak detection is underway for the water supply network.
A community facilities strategy is being prepared to bring to Council in November.

4.6 Rebuild activities planned for next month
The main focus for the next month are as follows:
 Interpretation of the CCTV and leak detection investigations
 Kick off the design work for the three packages identified above
 RFP to market for a professional services panel
 Approval of KDC procurement strategy by NZTA
 Review of EQ roading programme by NZTA
 Finalise design and costings for temporary solution at the Wharekiri stream.

5.0 INFRASTRUCTURE:
5.1 Water Supply
5.1.1 Boil Water Notices
Boil water notices remain in place for the Kaikoura Suburban and the East Coast (Clarence) Supply
Schemes.
5.1.2 Water Safety Plans
The draft Water Safety Plan for the Oaro Water Supply scheme was submitted to the Canterbury
District Health Board on 20 September. Once feedback on the draft is received the timeframes for
the completion of the other Water Safety Plans will be agreed with the District Health team.
5.1.3 Annual Water Quality Compliance
The annual compliance report for KDC drinking water supplies for the period 1st July 2016 to 30th
June 2017 was received from the Canterbury District Health Board on 11th September. The report
prepared by the Drinking Water Assessors covers all Ministry of Health registered networked
drinking water supplies, for KDC this covers the water supply schemes for Oaro, Fernleigh, East Coast
(Clarence), Kaikoura Urban, Kincaid and Ocean Ridge. The supply schemes for Kaikoura Suburban
and Peketa are below the 100 resident’s threshold for them to be considered as part of the
compliance report. The full compliance report is attached as appendix 1 to this report. Noncompliance issues will be followed up with the Drinking Water Assessors and Council will receive a
separate report on the actions proposed to address these issues.

5.2 Sewer System
The sewer system continues to operate with the support of temporary arrangements and no
infringements of resource consent conditions have been experienced.
5.2.1 Sewer Asset Information
The close circuit television inspections information taken from parts of the sewer network to identify
damage is being processed and will be used to update and improve the Council’s asset information
systems.

5.3 Stormwater
As described earlier the recent rainfall events provided an opportunity to identify any significant
issue with the stormwater system following the earthquake. The system coped relatively well with
isolated instances of localised flooding.

5.4 Parks and Reserves, Building and Facilities
No significant issues have been reported and in general all parks and reserves are accessible and no
issues were raised with regard to other community facilities.

5.5 Roading
5.5.1 Operational Status
The operational status of the road network remains as previously reported with road access to
properties in parts of the Clarence area remaining difficult or impossible when river levels rise, with
the rebuild programme investigating options for the short to medium term to improve the situation.
5.5.2 Forward programme of works
An initial forward works programme for BAU roading works for both the current year and the next
financial year is attached as appendix 2. The programme has been based on the expenditure
forecasts included as part of the Council’s 2017/18 Annual Plan. This programme is a draft only as
the final programme is closely dependent on the earthquake rebuild works and understanding the
costs of the recent wet weather events that caused further damage to some road assets.
5.5.3 Maintenance of Haulage Routes
Officers are finalising discussions with NZTA and NCTIR to agree the responsibilities for local road
repairs and maintenance on the main haulage routes that are being used by the NCTIR contractors, it
is anticipated that agreement can be reached shortly whereby NCTIR will be responsible for the
ongoing maintenance of these routes until haulage operations are completed.
5.5.4 Tanker Filling Points
To manage tanker filling operations as part of the ongoing works around the area the Council has
agreed with NCTIR two locations where tankers can be filled. One location is on Postman’s Road and
the other is in South Bay, both these locations are fitted with the required check valves and are
metered so that the Council can send periodic accounts for the water taken.
5.5.5 Speed Limit Reviews
Work is progressing with the school zone speed limit review, in addition NZTA are proposing to
undertake a review of speed limits on the Inland route both of these reviews will seek community
feedback and these will be reported back to Council once complete.
5.5.6 State Highway 1 Proposed Deviation
NZTA held an open meeting with affected land owners on the 27th September that enabled NZTA to
understand land and property owners concerns before the final decision on the proposals are made.

5.6 Waste Minimisation
5.6.1 Waste and Recycling Centre
Work continues to ensure that issues arising from earthquake demolitions and repairs can be
handled safely and Council staff are working closely with Hurunui District Council and Ecan. It is
currently estimated that the demolition activity has significantly increased the volume of waste
materials arriving at the centre.

5.6.2 Waste Handling
Progress has been made with the purchase of new waste skips and further purchases have been
made to improve hazardous waste handling, improve overall storage at the recycling centre and
update the skip handling equipment.

6.0 COMMUNITY VIEWS:
The community will be kept informed of progress of the rebuild programme and consulted on
specific project issues within the programme.

7.0 FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS AND RISKS:
The rebuild programme is funded through a combination of rates, insurance and Crown support.
Ongoing development of the overall rebuild estimate and tight cost control is required to ensure
there are no financial implications to each funding party.
Operational activities are funded through normal operating and maintenance and renewals budgets.

8.0 CONTEXT:
Policy:
Legislation: As required by Section 77 of the LGA the recommendation is the most appropriate.
Community Outcomes: Ensuring appropriate rebuild of the Council owned facilities and
infrastructure to ensure ongoing Levels of Service are achieved.

Appendix 1: Report on the Annual Compliance with the Drinking Water Standards

Appendix 2: Draft 2017/18 Roading Programme

Spend

Renewals
Activity

Budget

Sealed

Jul-17

Amount Aug-17

Amount

Sep-17

Amount

$ 102,000.00 None

$

-

None

$

Unsealed

$ 61,000.00 None

$

-

None

K&C

$ 51,000.00 None

$

-

Footpaths

$ 50,000.00 None

$

Traffic services

$ 11,000.00 None

$

Total Renewals
Budget

$ 275,000.00

Oct-17

Amount

-

None

$

-

None

$

$

-

None

$

-

None

$

-

None

$

Build up
Factory rd and
change camber $22k. Also
Skevingtons,
Dairy Farm,
Scotts Rds at
Approx $10k
each
- None
$

-

None

$

-

None

$

-

None

$

-

None

$

-

Add new
$ 3,000.00 None
signage to
West end
carpark and
remove arrow
in the next car
park

$

Sep-17

Amount

Nov-17

Jan-18

Amount

Feb-18

Amount

Mar-18

Amount

Apr-18

Amount

May-18

Amount

Jun-18

Amount

$ 94,807.50 None

$

-

None

$

-

None

$

-

None

$

-

None

$

-

None

$

-

None

$

-

$

7,192.50

$

$

-

None

$

-

None

$

-

None

$

-

None

$

-

None

$

-

None

$

-

$

9,000.00

500m on Torquay
$ 47,500.00 None
$
- None
Street
- Prep and seal Lookout $ 20,000.00 Form footpath
$ 25,000.00 None
area at the top
and fine gravel on
the seaside of
Esplenade Rd
- Linemarking - Focus
$ 7,000.00 500m
None
$
- None
on limit lines through
town

$

-

None

$

-

None

$

-

None

$

-

None

$

-

None

$

-

$

3,500.00

$

-

None

$

-

None

$

-

None

$

-

None

$

-

None

$

-

$

5,000.00

$

-

None

$

-

None

$

-

None

$

-

None

$

-

None

$

-

$

1,000.00

Feb-18

Amount

Mar-18

Amount

Apr-18

Amount

May-18

Amount

Jun-18

Amount
$

3,000.00 $

4,000.00

$ 1,500.00 1 day grading $
/Month

1,500.00 $

6,500.00

$

4,000.00 $

3,000.00

$

2,000.00 $

-

Reseal - Austin str,
Burrels, Kea,Kotare,
Kotuku, Tui, Weka,
Brighton, Lookout Rd,
McInnes Rd - Total of
12641m2
$ 52,000.00 none

Budget

Sealed

$ 50,000.00 Potholes

Unsealed

$ 60,000.00 Factory Rd $ 25,000.00 Grading and $ 9,000.00 2 days grading $ 3,000.00 2 days grading
grading and
MM - Clarence
/Month
/Month
reshaping
and surrounds
and
purchase
4500m3 of
AP 40 metal
$ 50,000.00 None
$
- None
$
- Scarborough $ 7,500.00 Harris Ln
soakpit and
soakpit
shoulder work

Jul-17

Structure

$ 16,000.00 none

Env

$ 60,000.00 Town
sweeping
sump
$ 40,000.00 and
Signs
maintenanc
estraightenin
g/Overlays
etc.
$ 1,000.00 None
$ 4,000.00 None

Operational TM
Cycle path
Network and
asset
management
Total
Maintenance
BAU Budget

-

None

Amount

Surplus

Spend

Activity

Traffic

Dec-17

-

Maintenance - BAU

Drainage

Amount

Amount Aug-17

Amount

$ 3,000.00 Potholes

$ 3,000.00 Potholes

None

$ 18,000.00 None

Amount

Oct-17

$ 3,000.00 Potholes and
identified stab
areas - outside
of EQ work

None

Amount

Dec-17

Amount

-

None
None

$ 140,000.00 Overheads $ 11,500.00 Overheads

$
$

$ 7,500.00 High shoulder, drain
and culvert clearing

None

bridge wheelguards,
Hand and site rails

$ 4,000.00 High shoulder,
drain and culvert
clearing

$ 4,000.00 High
shoulder,
drain and
culvert
clearing

$ 8,000.00

-

-

None
None

$ 11,500.00 Overheads

$
$

-

None
None

$ 11,500.00 Overheads

Jan-18

$ 5,000.00 Potholes and
$ 5,000.00 Potholes and
$ 5,000.00 Potholes
identified stab areas identified stab
and
outside of EQ work
areas - outside of
identified
EQ work
stab areas outside of
EQ work
2 days grading /Month
1 day grading and $ 3,000.00 1 day
1 day mm /Month
grading and
1 day mm
/Month

Town
$ 5,000.00 None
$
- Vegetation Control/ $ 20,000.00 Full town sweep $ 7,000.00
sweeping
Mowing/Spraying
for tourist
$ 3,000.00 Signs
$ 3,000.00 Signs
$ 3,000.00 Signs
$ 3,000.00 Signs maintenance - $ 3,000.00 Signs
$ 3,000.00
maintenance maintenance maintenance straightening/Overlays
maintenance straightening/
straightening/
straightening/O
etc.
straightening/Ove
Overlays etc.
Overlays etc.
verlays etc.
rlays etc.

$
$

$

Nov-17

$
$

-

none
sealing and patching

$ 11,500.00 Overheads

$
- None
$ 1,000.00 sealing and
patching
$ 11,500.00 Overheads

$
$ 1,000.00
$ 11,500.00

Amount

$ 5,000.00 Potholes and
identified stab
areas - outside
of EQ work

$ 5,000.00 Potholes

$ 3,000.00 Potholes

$ 3,000.00 1 day grading
and 1 day mm
/Month

$ 3,000.00 1 day grading
and 1 day mm
/Month

$ 3,000.00 1 day grading $ 1,500.00 1 day
/Month
grading
/Month

$ 4,000.00 High shoulder, $ 4,000.00 High shoulder, $ 4,000.00 High
drain and
drain and
shoulder,
culvert clearing
culvert clearing
drain and
culvert
clearing
bridge
$ 2,000.00 bridge
wheelguards,
wheelguards,
Hand and site
Hand and site
rails
rails
none
$
- none
$
- none
$
- Pr winter
sump
Signs
$ 3,000.00 Signs
$ 3,000.00 Signs
$ 3,000.00 cleaning
Signs
maintenanc
maintenance maintenance maintenance estraightening/O
straightening/
straightening/
straightenin
verlays etc.
Overlays etc.
Overlays etc.
g/Overlays
etc.
None
$
- None
$
- None
$
- None
sealing and $ 1,000.00 sealing and
$ 1,000.00 None
$
- None
patching
patching
Overheads $ 11,500.00 Overheads
$ 11,500.00 Overheads
$ 11,500.00 Overheads

$ 3,000.00 Potholes

$ 3,000.00 Potholes

$ 4,000.00 High
$ 4,000.00 High
shoulder,
shoulder,
drain and
drain and
culvert
culvert
clearing
clearing
$ 2,000.00 bridge
$ 2,000.00 bridge
wheelguards
wheelguards,
, Hand and
Hand and site
site rails
rails
$ 8,000.00 None
$
- None

$

$ 3,000.00 Signs
$ 3,000.00 Signs
$
maintenance
maintenance straightening/
straightening
Overlays etc.
/Overlays
etc.
$
- None
$
- None
$
$
- None
$
- None
$
$ 11,500.00 Overheads

$ 11,500.00 Overheads

-

-

$

2,000.00

3,000.00 $

4,000.00

-

$
$

1,000.00
-

$ 11,500.00 $

2,000.00

$

48,192.50

$ 421,000.00
Total surplus

Budget 2018/19

Spend

Renewals
Activity

Budget

Amount Aug-18

Amount Sep-18

Amount Oct-18

Amount Nov-18

Amount Dec-18

Amount Jan-19

Amount Feb-19

Amount Mar-19

Amount Apr-19

Amount May-19

Amount Jun-19

Amount Surplus

Sealed

$105,000.00 None

$

-

None

$

-

None

$

-

$

$ 99,570.00 None

$

-

None

$

-

None

$

-

None

$

-

None

$

-

None

$

-

None

$

-

$ 5,430.00

Unsealed

$ 63,000.00 None

$

-

None

$

-

None

$

-

$

-

None

$

-

None

$

-

None

$

-

None

$

-

None

$

-

None

$

-

$ 3,000.00

K&C
Footpaths

$ 52,000.00 None
$ 51,000.00 None

$
$

-

None
None

$
$

-

None
None

$
$

Build up Puhi
$60,000.00 none
$
- None
Puhi and Blue
Duck Valley Rds
- None
$
- 500m on Esplenade $ 47,500.00 None
- None
$
- Rd
Tidy up Footpaths on $ 50,000.00 None
Torquay Street

$
$

-

None
None

$
$

-

None
None

$
$

-

None
None

$
$

-

None
None

$
$

-

None
None

$
$

-

None
None

$
$

-

$ 4,500.00
$ 1,000.00

Minor
Improvements

$102,000.00 None

$

-

None

$

-

None

$

-

None

$

-

Widening some of $100,000.00 None
the roads in the flats

$

-

None

$

-

None

$

-

None

$

-

None

$

-

None

$

-

None

$

-

$ 2,000.00

Traffic services

$ 11,000.00 None

$

-

None

$

-

None

$

-

None

$

-

Linemarking - town $ 10,000.00 None
centre and surrounds

$

-

None

$

-

None

$

-

None

$

-

None

$

-

None

$

-

None

$

-

$ 1,000.00

Total Renewals
Budget

$384,000.00

Maintenance BAU
Activity
Budget

Jul-18

None

-

Reseal - Ellerton Valhalla Rd, West
End, Esplenade Total of 13276m2

Spend
Amount Aug-18

Amount Sep-18

Amount Oct-18

Amount Nov-18

Amount Dec-18

Amount Jan-19

Amount Feb-19

Amount Mar-19

Amount Apr-19

Amount May-19

Amount Jun-19

Amount

Sealed

$ 50,000.00 Potholes

$ 4,000.00 Potholes

$ 4,000.00 Potholes

$ 4,000.00 Potholes

$ 4,000.00 Potholes

$ 4,000.00 Potholes

$ 4,000.00 Potholes

$ 4,000.00 Potholes

$ 4,000.00 Potholes

$ 4,000.00 Potholes

$ 4,000.00 Potholes

$ 4,000.00 Potholes

$ 4,000.00 $ 2,000.00

Unsealed

$ 60,000.00 2 Days
grading and
MM per
month
$ 50,000.00 High
shoulder,
drain and
culvert
clearing
$ 16,000.00 bridge
wheelguard
s, Hand and
site rails
$ 60,000.00 Town
sweeping
and sump
cleaning
$ 40,000.00 Signs
maintenanc
estraightenin
g/Overlays
etc.
$ 1,000.00 None
$ 4,000.00 None

$ 5,000.00 2 Days grading $ 5,000.00 2 Days grading $ 5,000.00 2 Days grading
and MM per
and MM per
and MM per
month
month
month

Drainage

Structure

Env

Traffic

Jul-18

$ 5,000.00 2 Days grading and
MM per month

$ 5,000.00 2 Days grading $ 5,000.00 2 Days grading $ 5,000.00 2 Days
and MM per
and MM per
grading and
month
month
MM per
month
$ 4,000.00 High
$ 4,000.00 High shoulder, $ 4,000.00 High shoulder, $ 4,000.00 High shoulder, drain $ 4,000.00 High shoulder, $ 4,000.00 High shoulder, $ 4,000.00 High
shoulder,
drain and
drain and culvert
and culvert clearing
drain and
drain and
shoulder,
drain and
culvert
clearing
culvert clearing
culvert
drain and
culvert
clearing
clearing
culvert
clearing
clearing
$ 1,200.00 bridge
$ 1,200.00 bridge
$ 1,200.00 bridge
$ 1,200.00 bridge wheelguards, $ 1,200.00 bridge
$ 1,200.00 bridge
$ 1,200.00 bridge
wheelguards,
wheelguards,
wheelguards,
Hand and site rails
wheelguards,
wheelguards,
wheelguards
Hand and site
Hand and site
Hand and site
Hand and site
Hand and site
, Hand and
rails
rails
rails
rails
rails
site rails
$18,000.00 None
$
- Town
$ 5,000.00 None
$
- Vegetation Control/ $ 20,000.00 Full town
$ 7,000.00 none
$
- none
sweeping
Mowing/Spraying
sweep for
tourist

$ 3,000.00 Signs
$ 3,000.00 Signs
$ 3,000.00 Signs
$ 3,000.00 Signs maintenance - $ 3,000.00 Signs
$ 3,000.00 Signs
$ 3,000.00 Signs
maintenance maintenance maintenance straightening/Overla
maintenance maintenance maintenance
straightening/
straightening/
straightening/O
ys etc.
straightening/O
straightening/
Overlays etc.
Overlays etc.
verlays etc.
verlays etc.
Overlays etc.
straightening
/Overlays
etc.
Operational TM
$
- None
$
- None
$
- None
$
- none
$
- None
$
- None
$
- None
Cycle path
$
- None
$
- None
$
- None
$
- sealing and patching $ 1,000.00 sealing and
$ 1,000.00 sealing and
$ 1,000.00 sealing and
patching
patching
patching
Network and asset $140,000.00 Overheads $11,500.00 Overheads
$11,500.00 Overheads
$11,500.00 Overheads
$11,500.00 Overheads
$ 11,500.00 Overheads
$11,500.00 Overheads
$11,500.00 Overheads
management
Total Maintenance
BAU Budget

$421,000.00

$ 5,000.00 2 Days grading $ 5,000.00 2 Days grading
and MM per
and MM per
month
month

$ 5,000.00 2 Days
grading and
MM per
month
$ 4,000.00 High shoulder, $ 4,000.00 High shoulder, $ 4,000.00 High
drain and
drain and culvert
shoulder,
culvert
clearing
drain and
clearing
culvert
clearing
$ 1,200.00 bridge
$ 1,200.00 bridge
$ 1,200.00 bridge
wheelguards,
wheelguards,
wheelguards,
Hand and site
Hand and site
Hand and site
rails
rails
rails
$
- none
$
- Pr winter sump $ 8,000.00 None
cleaning

$ 5,000.00 2 Days grading $ 5,000.00 $
and MM per
month

-

$ 4,000.00 High
$ 4,000.00 $ 2,000.00
shoulder,
drain and
culvert
clearing
$ 1,200.00 bridge
$ 1,200.00 $ 1,600.00
wheelguards,
Hand and site
rails
$
- None
$
- $ 2,000.00

$ 3,000.00 Signs
$ 3,000.00 Signs
$ 3,000.00 Signs
$ 3,000.00 Signs
$ 3,000.00 $ 4,000.00
maintenance maintenance maintenance maintenance straightening/
straightening/O
straightening
straightening/
Overlays etc.
verlays etc.
/Overlays
Overlays etc.
etc.
$
- None
$ 1,000.00 None

$
$

-

None
None

$11,500.00 Overheads

$11,500.00 Overheads

$
$

-

None
None

$11,500.00 Overheads

$
$

-

None
None

$11,500.00 Overheads

$
$

-

$ 1,000.00
$
-

$11,500.00 $ 2,000.00
Total
surplus

$ 31,530.00
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Purpose
The purpose of this report is to update Council on the implementation of the Social Recovery
Framework. The framework supports agencies and organisations to empower individuals and
communities to positively adapt to their changing environments following the 14th November 2016
Earthquakes:
1. Psychosocial:
a. Please find the October dashboard from the Outreach Coordination service attached as
appendix 1
b. Agency update:
Kaikoura District
 Jo York started as the new Violence Free Coordinator and will be
Council
working alongside the Violence Free Network to organise ‘It’s not
Ok’ events such as White Ribbon day. She will be based at Te Ha o
Marokura
 Dannielle Solheim has started as the new Community Services
Support Administrator (a DIA funded social recovery role). She will
be based at KDC in the Recovery Office.
Winter Warmer/ Find
& Fix

New Zealand Red
Cross
Ministry of Civil
Defence Emergency
Management

Update from Celeste Tairakena:
 110 people have been contacted
 35 names still to contact
 40 out of the 110 have needed further assistance
Either with find and fix jobs (30 work instructions issued), referral
support from CEA, advocacy with insurance issues, or liaison with
landlords to fix issues
 16/40 are completed and closed out and 24 are still in ongoing
case management
 Approx. 30/110 are known cases who still have not settled their
insurance
 There are 5 known cases of the total list that are uninsured
 70/110 Are completely closed out from WWFF criteria (inclusive
of the 16 we have issued actions)
2016 November Earthquake Damaged Home Grant Survey results are
included as appendix 2.
Geraldine Canham-Harvey:
 Continue to monitor and support
 Lessons learned project



National Recovery Office transition planning. Will wind down
starting in Sept with reduced staff

Ministry of Primary
Industries



MPI is coordinating the set-up of a Rural Advisory Group for
Canterbury. A meeting with all interested parties was held on 22
September to discuss the Terms of Reference and elect the core
group.

Canterbury District
Health Board





Psychosocial steering group met to review progress on wellbeing
and recovery activity in the district – they think they are going
reasonably well. There has been a slight but not significant drop in
demand.
Insurance settlements are starting to be made and people are
having to make decisions on what to do - monitoring this to see if it
causes an increase in stress levels.
Clinical back up support – teams still supporting the health system
until December.
Funds – 1.5 million left of Earthquake Relief Fund. Once gone, there
won’t be more. The focus for the remaining funding would be on
things that will have the most impact on wellbeing
New fund on stream in about a month – funding for earthquake
repairs to community facilities (7.5 million)
Now looking at roles, Community led development role.




Claims – 90% assessed, 70% settled
Assessment has gone well. Complete majority by end of year



Department of Internal
Affairs




EQC

2. Accommodation:
We are still undertaking a feasibility study to determine the demand and feasibility of
developing a temporary accommodation village in Kaikoura township. Rationale is to support
residential recovery through increasing temporary housing options specifically for households
who need somewhere to stay while their EQ damaged home is repaired or rebuilt.
3. Financial:
We are working closely with New Zealand Red Cross, Community Energy Action, Ministry of
Business, Innovation and Employment to deliver the Winter Warmer/ Find & Fix project.

R you
OK?
Kaikōura

Appendix 1

Wellbeing Team Activity Report – October 2017

R you
OK?
Kaikōura

Wellbeing Team Activity Report – October 2017
Key Messages:
•
•
•

Support residential recovery through increasing temporary housing options.
Support residents who are waiting for their scope of works and insurance delays.
Local Whanau ora and Outreach support teams are working hard to reach those living in a heightened state of stress and are not coping.

Social Recovery Trends:
•
•

•

Temporary Accommodation: Some businesses are not able to function as they cannot find accommodation for the staff they need and they are remaining
closed as a result.
Health and Wellbeing Concerns: Many residents are stressed specifically those households who need somewhere to stay while their EQ damaged home is
repaired or rebuilt. Elderly feeling more vulnerable than ever with the cash settlement process – they feel as though they are being forced to settle on the
amount offered
Insurance Concerns: Just under half of the people surveyed are having complications or delays with their insurance processes. Clients who have tried to
manage on their own are now seeking help because their issues are more complex – a number of householders have indicated that they have been unable to
reach a satisfactory resolution on their own.

What are we doing?
•

•
•

We are working with MBIE on a technical and financial feasibility study of a village development to determine the demand of developing a temporary
accommodation village in Kaikoura Township. MBIE has also employed a local project coordinator who is dealing with the residents who have registered their
temporary housing need with them.
New Zealand Insurance Council is looking into what the delays with the scope of works are and if there is something they can do to speed up the process.
We are closely monitoring the services to match need with capacity:
o Work with Paul O’Neill to ensure the Residential Advisory Service (RAS) continues well into 2018
o Work with Linda Ngata to ensure Whanau ora is well supported and the navigators have capacity
o The pathway for referrals is up to date and residents receive support within the given timeframe.
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Statistics for last four weeks are still be be completed, however are expecting them to similarly
reflect weeks 37-41 which are in the figure below.

Economic recovery has been focused on looking at various ways to mitigate and reduce the impact
of the concerns that are being raised by our local businesses.
Mental Tiredness
Mental tiredness is a major concern across all industry sectors.

Mental Tiredness
14.00%
12.00%
10.00%
8.00%
6.00%
4.00%
2.00%
0.00%

Kaikoura businesses are continuing to feel the effects of mental tiredness.
When people, including businesses owners are stressed, the ability to effectively think is greatly
reduced. Dr Rob Gordon, on behalf of the Red Cross, came to Kaikoura to run sessions on the second
6 months following a disaster.
Dr Gordon highlighted stress thinking can be describe as follows:
 Methodical, persistent, routines, drudgery
 Holds everything in mind
 Concrete, pre-digested ideas can be used
 Inefficient, caught up with details
 Can’t decide, postpone complex decisions
 Can’t stop, plan or prioritise
 Doggedly deal with next thing
 Poor reasoning, lateral thinking
 Solve problems within existing framework.
Dr Gordon highlighted stress emotions can also be displayed in the following forms:
 Numb and disconnected
 Mask-like, inexpressive face
 Unemotional, no energy for emotions
 Low energy, empty
 If action blocked: arousal increases, converts to despair, defeat, overwhelmed
 Disorganised emotions
 “Inbursts” of inactivity
 Lapse into despair.
Understanding stress thinking and stress emotions is extremely important in regards to supporting
businesses and redesigning the way Council interacts with community.

Over the past four weeks, the community services and economic recovery team have worked with a
number of departments within Council to find solutions that reduce further stress placed on
businesses, whilst still operating within the regulations and guidelines of legislation.
Economic recovery has been working with Canterbury Chamber of Commerce, Ministry of Business,
Innovation and Employment and ChristchurchNZ to look at ways in which on the ground services can
be provided, to assist businesses in decision making and closing out large stressors such as insurance
disputes. Further information is provided below in regards to insurance management.
Economic recovery is investigating various methods of resilience building within business owners’
wellbeing. These include approaching it from different angles including health and wellbeing, the
“why” people are in the particular business that they are and mental resilience of high performance
sport people. The difficulty is getting businesses to engage in wellbeing as many do not understand
the stressed state that they are in fact operating in.
Insurance:
Kaikoura has a large number of businesses dealing with insurance issues and this is over and above
residential issues.

Are you currently struggling
with insurance issues?
43.90%

56.10%

Yes

Type of assistance that
would be beneficial in
dealing with insurance
60.00%
50.00%
40.00%
30.00%
20.00%
10.00%
0.00%
Insurance
navigator

No

Legal
advice

Advocate
on your
behalf

Other
(please
specify)

Insurance Issues
30.00%
25.00%
20.00%
15.00%
10.00%
5.00%
0.00%
Business Disagreement Underinsured
Interruption on scope of
insurance
works

Delays by
insurance
company

Lack of
Cost of excess Other (please
understanding
specify)
of the
insurance
process - need
guidance

Insurance concerns are dramatically impacting the stress felt by businesses.

Economic recovery has been working with Central Government, ChristchurchNZ and independent
insurance consultants to look at soltuions. The concern is that Kaikoura is not getting the attention
from insurance companies that it should be.
Economic recovery is working with the Canterbury Employers Chamber of Commerce in developing
capability sessions around managing insurance claims and demystifying insurance.
Workforce Staffing:
Workforce and staff issues dramatically increased in concern to businesses.

Workforce/Staffing issues
12.00%
10.00%
8.00%
6.00%
4.00%
2.00%
0.00%

Economic recovery have been looking at various solutions to the staffing issues business are facing.
A key issue highlighted by the accommodation sector is that they hire international staff. However
lose them within a week due to the higher packages on offer for road work (particularly more hours
per week, resulting in quicker cash returns over the same period).
At present, some accommodation providers cannot fully open as they do not have staff to manage
all their rooms. This increases the impact of lack of available accommodation and is a vicious cycle.
Forward bookings for summer are looking positive however accommodation providers may not be
able to fill their commitments due to not being able to staff up.
Economic recovery has undertaken an accommodation sector group meeting to brainstorm solutions
to the staffing problems. The ideas that came out of his session included:
 Marketing to retirees with motor homes to come to Kaikoura for the summer
 Marketing to stay at home parents that might be interested in working casual/part-time
 Setting up job sharing platform between accommodation and hospitality businesses that
require staff at different times of the day
 Tax relief on secondary income to encourage employees to work for more than one
employer.

Weeks 27-31 - Have you previously
advertised for staff but then they have not
been able to find accommodation?

Weeks 37-41: Have previously advertised
for staff but then they have not been
able to find accommodation?

11.11%

17.07%

88.89%
82.93%

Yes

No

Yes

No

Economic recovery along with community services and recovery have been investigating temporary
housing for staff (including closed accommodation businesses).
Tourist summer management:
Kaikoura will only have four months of summer trading for the 2017/2018 due to the north road
being closed until December. This means a reduced income for many businesses which will have a
flow on effect until winter.
The summer season is going to be difficult to manage from numerous aspects. These include:
- Accommodating workers, tourists and contractors
- Hospitality management for tourist market and workers
- Increased traffic along Beach Road which is already experiencing parking congestion plus the
return of freight trucks
- Uncertainty around SH1 North opening hours and how this ties in with the tourist ferries
- Forward bookings into March are being affected by the current road closures
- Rebuild work including potential further demolition in West End
Accommodation providers are trying to get concrete figures and bookings for across the summer
season from NCTIR. This will enable them to manage how many rooms will be available for tourists.
The accommodation sector have decided to re-establish a duty motel for tourists that may be
arriving outside of i-site operating hours. This will ensure tourists can find accommodation
regardless of the time of night that they do arrive. The accommodation providers have also
committed to providing daily occupancy reports to the i-Site. It was highlighted to the
accommodation sector the importance of knowing each other’s businesses to make sure that
referrals can happen directly as well as through the i-Site.
Economic recovery and the hospitality sector are working closely with the village management and
NCTIR to gain an understanding of the workers hospitality needs over the summer season. NCTIR are
reducing staffing levels from 22nd December to 5th January however emergency crews will still be
available in case of any incidents.
The opening of the road will hopefully see increased tourist traffic but will likely also see the return
of freight trucks. Beach Road is currently congested with parking issues and a plan needs to be put in
place once trucks return to Beach Road. To date, we have not had any major incidents or accidents
from the increased blind spots from parked cars however with increased tourist traffic and trucks,
this increases the likelihood of an accident. The increased congestion and parking also creates a
negative aesthetic impact on Kaikoura from a tourist perspective. Economic recovery will work with

the planning team to understand what currently exists around length of parking on Beach Road and
what alternative plans we can put in place for these vehicles.
From a tourist perspective, SH1 North needs to open 24/7. However NCTIR cannot guaranteed as yet
due to recent weather events or subsequent. If it is unable to open 24/7 this will generate issues in
regards to ferry times. Communication to tourist in regards to whether the road will be difficult but
paramount. Signage will be important. Kaikoura will face the similar challenges to what we faced for
the first 4-5 months following the earthquake with tourists planning to drive down the coast and
then finding out it is closed.
If the SH1 north has varied open and close times (given the alternate route is 4 hours), Kaikoura will
see a larger impact that what we see on SH1 south. At least with SH 1 south the delay time is only an
additional hour. Economic recovery will work with Kaikoura Earthquake Tourism Action Group, NZTA
and NCTIR to look at ways to address these issues.
Forward bookings through to March are currently being impacted by the information out there in
regards to the SH1 north road being closed, with tourists not being aware of it opening in December.
This is resulting in tourist potentially planning itineraries that avoid Kaikoura all together. Economic
recovery will work with Kaikoura Earthquake Tourism Action Group, NZTA, NCTIR and Destination
Kaikoura on communication strategies for forward marketing.
Rebuild work and demolition of West End is discussed below under Uplift Mall.
Grants Program
Economic recovery has been advised that grant applications are still coming in however they have
slowed.
Businesses only have until the road opening to submit applications.
Economic recovery is working with the Grants assessor on ways to continually support businesses.
Uplift Mall
Economic recovery has been working closely with the Retail Association, Mayor Gray and G Harmon
to discuss solutions to the requirement for a vibrant West End for the summer and supporting the
businesses that need to relocate.
UC Kaikoura Challenge: NZTA and community space
Economic recovery have received the Insights document. (A copy of the report will be tabled at the
meeting).
Key feedback of the communities’ perception of Kaikoura:
• Friendly
• Community focused
• Easy going
• Isolated
• Self-reliant
• Fragmented
The aim of the document is to understand the needs of the community in regards to a community
space however it goes beyond that and highlights a number of key areas of economic
recovery/development.
These include fragmentation of community, connectivity, lack of delivery on ideas, lack of shared
vision, future focus and reliance on whales and dolphins.

Economic Recovery is meeting with New Zealand Transport Agency and NCTIR to discuss what the
community space project could entail, including a potential retail /community space.
Airport
Economic recovery has met with New Zealand Institutes of Economic Research, who have provided
costings for undertaking a feasibility study for the Kaikoura Airport. Economic recovery has also
requested costings for a feasibility study from the Property Group.
Blue and Green Economy and Economic Development
Kaikoura has unique potential to position itself internationally as a “Blue” (Marine) and “Green”
(Land) economy focused on sustainability. Sustainability incorporating economic, social and
environmental impacts. There is a large opportunity for value based investment in Kaikoura based
on Kaikoura developing Blue and Green economy.
Economic recovery is connecting with Dr Nick Lewis, to map and model a novel blue economy. This
project also looks at supporting policies, decision making and investment. This is part of the
sustainable seas research project.
Economic recovery is working on collating a paper on economic development for Council and how
Kaikoura can leverage off the Blue and Green economy markets.
There is potential to further utilise New Zealand Institute of Economic Research in developing
economic strategies and plans along with the previous work that was done by consultants back in
August 2016.
Economic recovery has also met with Peter Lawless to discuss methods of gaining community
connectivity through economic development vision and strategies.
Plastic Bag free
Economic recovery is working with businesses in gaining buy in for banning plastic bags. Kaikoura
has a unique marketing opportunity through banning plastic bags prior to the road opening.
Economic recovery has met with R Hogan and J Ratcliffe to discuss the work they have already done.
Hurunui to Picton Cycle trail discussions
Economic recovery has attended meetings in Hurunui and Blenheim to discuss the economic
benefits for the cycle trails proposed from Rangiora to Kaikoura and Marlborough to Kaikoura.
Cycling opens up various investment opportunities and greater diversification in our tourism market
both domestically and internationally.
These cycle trail also build upon Kaikoura’s reputation as a green economy.
Telecommunications on Inland road
Economic recovery has met with New Zealand Transport Agency and the National Recovery Office to
discuss concerns over the increasing incidents on the Inland Road and lack of communication
available.
Data is being collated on the unreported incidents and this will be provided to New Zealand
Transport Agency and the National Recovery for further analysis to look at what solutions can be
implemented.

